evidence for CP violation in weak interactions (and also of time reversal violation, assuming the validity of the CPT theorem).
It is an open question to decide whether the small experimental branching ratio implies (or is consistent with) a small or a large violation of CP symmetry. Given our ignorance in the dynamics of non-leptonic weak interactions, we feel that this problem cannot find a satisfactory theoretical solution **, but that further experimentation is needed, especially in the better understood field of leptonic decays. On general grounds large violation of CP is more palatable than a small one.
In this paper we discuss the possibility of a large violation of CP symmetry within the limits of the V-A theory of weak interactions 3), as completed by assumptions of definite SU3 4) behaviour of weak currents 4, 5) and of the non-leptonic Lagrangian 6-8).
The scheme obtained in this way is not in disagreement with presently available data, including the precise measurements on the decay of the free neutron 9) ***. The scheme gives also precise indications of experiments where relatively large T violation effects could be found.
In the following we will assume strict validity of the CPT theorem. The two-component nature of the neutrino puts strong limits on the violation of CP by lepton currents;
we shall assume that they are still given by 
Jx* being equal to Jx+ for X=1,2,3, and to -J) for X=4. We also assume that: the non-lepionic Lagrangian L'NL is member of an octet L'
. L'NL can be any combination of L3, L8, L6, L7, but since a L7 component can be eliminated by a transformation ei Y (redefinition of the relative phases of particles with different hypercharge), we put here L'NL = aL3 + bL8 + cL6 .
If the Jý have definite CP behaviour +t , i. e. , for A=1,2,3 (5) CPJýz (CP)"1 = 17 (i)lýý (for A=4, a minus sign)
where 71 = +1 for i=2,3,5,6,8, and 77 = -1 for i=1,4,7, the octet Li also transforms in the same way, and L'NL conserves CP.
Therefore, under our assumptions, a CP violation in non-leptonic decays requires the currents Ja? to have mixed CP behaviour.
Let us divide Jý. into a "regular" part Jat ,R and an irregular part Jxz, i (each of them a mixture of axial and vector) t CP violating effects could be introduced into the lepton current (preserving the two-component hypothesis), by means of derivative couplings of the form l(pý1 -hX°) (1+". 5)v or l(p?. l +Pý. ) (1+y5)". where 1=e or µ. A good limit on the latter kind of current can be obtained from the experimental value of the rr+ -. e+ + Vn+ -. 4+ +, ratio. CPJxZ'1(CP)-1 = -? 7(i) Jai' I opposite for A= 4.
The Lagrangian for weak leptonic interactions will be given by 2(Jx1k +Jx*lx*)
where JX is a member of the octet J), i 5)
J, x = cos 9 (Jx1 + iJa2) + sin B (Jx4 + iTx5) .
According to eq. (6) This theorem is valid for AS =0 transitions up to electromagnetic corrections, while for AS =1 it is only valid up to SU3 breaking interactions. The proof is simple and will be omitted here. According to this theorem the CP conserving part of the current gives rise to the normal four terms in the beta decay amplitude, while the CP violating part gives rise to two further terms *.
*A similar classification of terms has been Introduced by Weinberg 10) . According to Weinberg's nomenclature, the irregular part of JX with AS =0 is a "second class" current. Weinberg's classes are defined by the operation CPein'2,2nd class currents having opposite behaviour from 1st class current. In our case we are specifying that irregular terms are second class in a definite way; they have opposite CP but the same behaviour under charge symmetry. This is essentially the content of eq. (2) which ensures that the AS =0 part of J% and Its HerTime reversal violation arises from the interference of "regular" and "irregular" terms, which are out of phase by 90 degrees. However, the latter give only first forbidden contributions to the matrix element, so that T violation should be exceedingly small in beta decay with low Q value, particularly in the case of the decay of free neutrons, where a good upper limit exists on the amount of T violation 9).
A direct consequence of the 900 shift among regular and irregular terms is that no interference among the two is to be expected in T conserving effects like spectra, decay rates, updown asymmetries, longitudinal polarizations, etc. In all these effects the irregular terms give only second-forbidden contributions, and relatively large coefficients are certainly consistent with existent data.
To observe T violating effects one should look for o" p1 x p2 or px ai" u correlations in high Q value beta decays, in particular the beta decays of hyperons t, or in muon capture experiments, or in neutrino experiments.
A very interesting case is that of K-a+p+v decays. In this case the matrix element contains two terms:
In the limit of exact SU3 the two terms arise respectively from the regular and the irregular parts of the current, and are out of phase by 900, so that t should be purely imaginary. Many recent experiments point to a small value of the real part of t, but little is known on the imaginary part. In this process the irregular part of the current is not as depressed by kinematical reasons as in beta decay, so that sizeable T violation can be expected in the form of a non-zero polarization of the muon perpendicular to the decay plane tt.
Even if the experiment in ref. 1 will find other interpretations than CP violation, it is interesting to note that no other experiment exists at present mitian conjugate belong to the same triplet.
The octet condition extends the validity of table 1 from the case of n -" p transitions (for which it can be readily derived by Weinberg's method) to the general case, including tS =0 transitions like E+ -A +e+ + v, and AS =1 transitions like A -. p+e-+v, etc. tA particularly convenient case is the study of a pA X pe"GA correlation in Et "A+ e* + v. This transition has an high Q value compared to normal beta decay, and the A polarization can be measured directly from its decay. tt This test of T reversal invariance was originally proposed by Sakurai 11) The asymptotic relations between the amplitudes of the binary crossed processes (scattering and photoproduction) have been obtained in refs. 1-3. On the basis of these relations there have been found the asymptotic equalities of the differential cross sections and polarizations.
In this paper we establish the asymptotic relations between the amplitudes of the processes with a variable number of particles. Further on we shall be able, with the aid of these relations, to get the asymptotic equalities of the differential cross sections for these processes.
For the sake of simplicity we will be concerned with the pion production processes in pion-nucleon collisions Tr+N--rr'+a"+N',
where a, n' or x" denote one of the pions, and N or N' stands for p or n. The reasoning given below, if slightly modified kinematically, may be applied to any other processes of the form a+b-" c+d+e , ( ) ä+ec++b.
(II') Processes (I) and (U) or (I') and (U') will be called crossed. A similar definition of the crossed photoproduction processes was given in ref. 3 .
We denote by p and p' the 4-momenta of nucleons in the initial and final states, and by q, q' and q" the pion 4-momenta, respectively, p+q=p, +q, +q", p2=P'2=M2, q2=q'2=q,, 2=m2, where M and m are the nucleon and pion masses. The kinematics of the process involving five particles is characterized by five invariant variables. Following refs. 4 and 5 we chose as independent variables the invariants t= (p _p, )2 , t" =(4-q")2 r W2 =(q'+4")2 , e2 q' p#p') = 9(p+p') (1) Q"(f'+pT ' 4cosh 4 ^/ 1 -at Such a choice is convenient because, by fixing the variables t -ý 0, t" _< 0, W2 -4m 2 cosh 2 k, g, we can make the energy variable w tend to infinitely, remaining in the physical region.
The first three variables have an obvious physical meaning, the variable w is connected with the total energy of the process in the cms by the following expression
